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Introduction

Welcome to your Natal Chart report.

Your Natal Chart report is an astrological chart based on the mathematically precise 
positions of the planets and the Sun & Moon at the time, date and place of your birth. It 
provides you with insights into your character and personal life potentials by indicating the 
strengths you have and the challenges you experience in life.

Your Natal Chart report covers among other things your primary motivation in life, your 
identity, emotions, mentality, love and sexuality, spirituality, earning ability and career 
potentialities and so on.

In some parts of the report you will come across apparent contradictions in the descriptions 
of your character. This is to be expected; people are complex and have many contradictory 
facets to their personality.

We trust you will find the report insightful and helpful.



Birth Data

.Jacqueline Sample Natal Chart.
.17 Dec 1984 12:30:18 CET -01:00:00.

.Amsterdam Netherlands 4e54'00 52n22'00.
.Geocentric Tropical Zodiac.

.Placidus House System.



The 1st House

The 1st House cusp is, in most cases, the Ascendant or Rising Sign of your chart. It 
indicates your primary motivation in life and describes you, your self-expression and 
vitality. It is your physical appearance and the way others see you and interact with you. 
The house placement of your 1st House ruler shows the areas of life that are of primary 
importance to you. Also, planets in your 1st House influence how you present yourself to 
the world.

Ascendant in Pisces
Your primary motivation in life is to feel emotionally secure. You have an abundance of 
feeling and are sensitive to what is happening around you. Intuitive, you easily pick up on 
the mood of the environment and also can influence it yourself. You interact with others 
emotionally and are generally non-confrontational. Innately creative and imaginative, you 
have an appreciation of the arts, music and nature. You occasionally need to take "time out" 
by retreating into yourself or by spending time in seclusion. There can be an attraction to 
intoxicants and stimulants, plus a danger of drifting aimlessly in life.

1st House Cusp Ruler, Jupiter, in 11th House
You achieve your primary motivation in life by believing in and pursuing your ambitions. 
You attain aspirations through establishing solid friendships and building a strong social 
network. You have a knack for attracting the right people to help you when required.

Ascendant Square Uranus (0z07' S)
You are an original personality and delight in your uniqueness and individuality. You insist 
on having the freedom to do as you wish, even if it unsettles or upsets others. To some 
people, you are an exciting person to be around; to others you are unconventional and hard 
for them to understand. You need to take care not to come across as overly eccentric, 
because you may isolate yourself socially. You are intrinsically restless and will tend to have
many changes of environment throughout the course of your life.

The 2nd House

The 2nd House is associated with personal assets and financial affairs. It governs all 
moveable possessions and wealth.

2nd House Cusp in Taurus
Your approach to money is practical and realistic. You have the ability to acquire a measure 
of financial security through careful investments and sound financial management. Once 
you have accumulated assets, you will tend to hold on to them.



2nd House Cusp Ruler, Venus, in 12th House
You probably do a lot of financial dealings behind closed doors. You may be quite secretive 
about how you earn a living. Your income may be connected to institutions.

Moon's North Node in 2nd House
You have the ability to sustain yourself and meet material and financial needs in life.

Moon's North Node in Taurus
You seek to establish loyal and stable personal unions. There is a desire for enduring 
friendships and reliable connections. You tend to form contacts with down-to-earth and 
realistic people. Contacts with the arts or artists are possible.

Moon's North Node Quincunx Sun (1z28' A)
You have a testing relationship with others, either with authority figures or in your own 
capacity as an authority figure. You may feel blocked by other people from achieving your 
objectives, or experience difficult relations with others due to ego clashes.

The 3rd House

The 3rd House is associated with your immediate environment. It rules your neighbours 
and your relationship with your relatives, especially your siblings and cousins. It also rules 
all forms of communication. It describes your early education and ability to learn.

3rd House Cusp in Gemini
You are a versatile thinker and communicator, with a strong curiosity about most things. 
You enjoy learning and exchanging ideas with others and are able to comprehend things 
quickly. Your mind is quick, flexible and can range over a wide variety of subjects, however,
you can also be flippant and intellectually superficial. Communications with relatives and 
neighbours are frequent.

3rd House Cusp Ruler, Mercury, in 9th House
You are curious about spiritual and religious matters and may have many philosophical 
discussions in life. Early and tertiary education is important. You are interested in other 
cultures and may travel extensively.

The 4th House



The 4th House is associated with home and family matters. It describes your parents - 
especially the father - and your relationship with them. It gives information on your family 
history or ancestry and the nature of your later life. Real estate and property belong here.

4th House Cusp in Gemini
Learning is encouraged in the home. Family members are open with each other and 
generally communicate frankly with one another. It is possible that you, or your family, 
maintain more than one place of residence. Your retirement years may be stimulating and 
active.

4th House Cusp Ruler, Mercury, in 9th House
Your parents are likely to want the best possible education for you. Your family may 
originate from a different culture to the one in which you reside in, or you may leave your 
place of birth and live overseas. You may own property abroad.

The 5th House

The 5th House is associated with pleasure, sex, love affairs and children. It also governs 
artistic creativity, music, the fine arts, fashion, social entertainment, games and 
speculations.

5th House Cusp in Cancer
You have an emotional attitude towards love. You may be prone to sentimentality. You like 
the taste and smell of food and enjoy eating and drinking. Recreational sporting activities 
may include water sports, such as swimming, sailing or skiing.

5th House Cusp Ruler, Moon, in 7th House
Love and marriage go together as far as you are concerned. Romantic liaisons often lead to 
relationships. You desire a partner who knows how to have fun and enjoy life.

The 6th House

The 6th House is associated with work and employment or service. It describes your 
dependents such as pets, employees, servants and tenants if you have any. It is the 
house of health and sickness. It governs doctors, nurses and dentists.



6th House Cusp in Leo
You need to receive acknowledgement for your efforts at work. You are best suited to jobs 
in which you hold managerial or leadership positions, as you tend not to be comfortable in 
subordinate roles.

6th House Cusp Ruler, Sun, in 10th House
You are inclined to view your job as a calling in life. Your work skills and expertise can 
bring success and recognition. You have the potential to attain positions of authority.

The 7th House

The 7th House is associated with partnerships, both personal and professional. It rules 
your relationship with other people generally, including those who oppose you. It also 
describes the sort of person you will attract as a mate.

7th House Cusp in Virgo
Being a somewhat sensitive and impressionable person, you need people in your life who 
have their feet planted firmly on the ground. You can attract people who are efficient and 
orderly in their day-to-day lives. A pragmatic partner may help you get your affairs into 
order. It is possible that your partners may be pedantic and quick to criticise.

7th House Cusp Ruler, Mercury, in 9th House
You may form connections with people of different cultures or nationalities or whilst 
travelling. You may seek relationships with spiritually-minded, religious or philosophical 
people. You may travel or pursue higher education with others or partners.

Moon in 7th House
You are motivated to form unions and emotional harmony is important in personal 
relationships. Partners are generally supportive and in tune with your feelings but can also 
be restless and changeable. Women feature strongly in your life.

Moon in Libra
Above all, you desire harmony and equality in your personal and social relationships. You 
enjoy company and social activity. Emotionally, you have a need for love and tenderness 
and will tend to form partnerships throughout your life to satisfy this. You value peace in 
your domestic life. You can be superficial with your feelings and indecisive in your 
emotional life.



Moon Sextile Mercury (0z57' S)
Your thoughts are influenced by your feelings and vice versa. You are highly perceptive and 
can easily sense the moods and feelings of others. Your mind is both fertile and imaginative 
and hungry for knowledge. Articulate and able to impart knowledge effortlessly, you have a 
good memory and may be a good storyteller.

Moon Square Jupiter (1z47' S)
You have a helpful and obliging nature, coupled with the desire to help others in need. 
Philosophical and religious questions may occupy your mind, however, you can experience 
personal conflicts over matters of outlook and spiritual beliefs. You may have connections 
with overseas countries through travel or international business contacts. Negatively, there 
can be a tendency to laziness and over-indulgence in pleasure-seeking activities.

Pluto in 7th House
Your personal and professional relationships are often intense and prone to power struggles. 
You have a tendency to either push partnerships to the limit or to feel pressure from a 
partner. There can be disputes with powerful adversaries.

Pluto in Scorpio
You are a member of a generation who has the ability to wield a powerful influence on 
others through the correct use or misuse of energy. You may have fanatical traits and be 
motivated by deep seated passions. By nature, you are emotionally intense and prone to 
power struggles.

The 8th House

The 8th House is the house of shared resources, other people's money, including the 
partner's. It is associated with wills, inheritances, death and loss.

8th House Cusp in Scorpio
You can be reckless and look danger right in the eye, yet instinctively you know how far to 
take things. You may experience difficulties with partners over money and shared resources,
if there is underlying suspicion or distrust. You may fear having your secrets exposed.

8th House Cusp Ruler, Mars, in 12th House
You may have secret fears and anxieties that can be overwhelming from time to time. 
Hidden enemies can cause difficulties. Mismanagement of another's resources or dishonest 
taxation practices could land you in hot water.



Saturn in 8th House
The financial affairs of personal or professional partners are likely to be an ongoing source 
of concern. It is possible that a partner may experience problems or struggles with money. 
Tax matters or inheritances may be problematic; and if mishandled could result in legal 
action. There can be difficulties getting loans from banks or lending institutions. You may 
be prone to recycling bouts of anxiety.

Saturn in Scorpio
You have a realistic outlook on life and tend to undertake matters with serious intent. You 
are ambitious, with a strong desire to succeed in life. You can readily endure hardship if the 
means justifies the end result. Negatively, there can be the inclination to judge yourself and 
others too harshly and be inclined to harbour resentments.

Saturn Square Mars (0z47' S)
This particular combination of planets is challenging to say the least. The enthusiastic and 
adventure seeking nature of Mars is in conflict with the obstructive and restraining 
tendencies of Saturn. Positively, Saturn can tone down Mars' impatience and encourage 
disciplined action, the attainment of goals through concentrated or sustained effort and 
persistence. At times, progress in life can seem frustratingly slow; it sometimes feels as if 
you are 'driving with the hand brake on'. Negatively, you may find it difficult to manage 
anger and irritability. There is a risk of adopting a harsh outlook or of becoming resentful, 
vengeful and bitter. At approximately seven-year intervals, you may be forced to contend 
with restrictions and periods of low physical energy.

The 9th House

The 9th House is associated with philosophy, wisdom, spirituality, religion, higher 
education and travel. It also rules those you seek for advice such as lawyers, priests and 
astrologers.

9th House Cusp in Sagittarius
You are suited to the study of wisdom and knowledge, as you have a natural interest in 
philosophy and higher education. You are strongly motivated to expand your horizons and 
can realise this through travel or study. You have an open mind to religious and spiritual 
matters. Important teachers and advisers tend to be broad-minded or wise, but can also be 
dogmatic.

9th House Cusp Ruler, Jupiter, in 11th House
You tend to establish friendships with people who share similar philosophical outlooks and 
spiritual values as yourself. You can attract supporters or benefactors, who appreciate where 



you are coming from spiritually or academically. The more you travel the wider your circle 
of friends.

Uranus in 9th House
You have original or innovative ideas about religion, higher education and teaching 
methods. Your philosophical outlooks may be progressive and sometimes provocative and 
confronting to others. There may be sudden or unexpected experiences during travel.

Uranus in Sagittarius
You are motivated by the desire to carry through reforms that reflect your and your 
generation's particular outlooks on life, despite inevitable confrontations with traditional or 
conventional forces. You are involved in innovative and experimental developments in 
learning and education - as either a student or educator.

Mercury in 9th House
You are interested in higher knowledge, philosophy and spiritual matters. You are motivated
to broaden your horizons and intellectual understanding and can achieve this through further
education and foreign travel. You may have talents in law, publishing, teaching or the travel 
industry.

Mercury in Sagittarius
Naturally philosophical, you are a seeker of knowledge and wisdom. You are interested in 
broadening your horizons and mental focus. To satisfy this, you will probably travel or 
pursue higher education. People tend to know where they stand with you, as you are open 
and frank. You can also be blunt and tactless. Sometimes the dreamer, you tend to think the 
grass is greener elsewhere. On occasion, you can ignore pressing priorities.

The 10th House

The 10th House is associated with your status in the world. It describes your reputation 
and level of public success. It is the house of career and, traditionally, the house of the 
mother. In most cases, your 10th House cusp is at the Midheaven.

Midheaven in Sagittarius
You are motivated by the desire to acquire knowledge and wisdom. This can be achieved 
through tertiary education and travel. The study of philosophy or religion can guide you 
towards a better understanding of yourself. Your aspiration is to embrace life - mentally, 
spiritually and physically.



10th House Cusp Ruler, Jupiter, in 11th House
Friends, benefactors and supporters can assist you professionally. You may work with a 
friend or belong to groups that bring you into contact with influential people. Your friends 
may have status and be well-known.

Sun in 10th House
You are ambitious and can rise to positions of prominence and importance in life - either 
publicly or within your own circle. Professionally, you are best suited to leadership 
positions, as you are unlikely to adjust well to subordinate roles. You may develop an 
interest in politics.

Sun in Sagittarius
You are a seeker of truth, knowledge and wisdom, with a philosophical outlook on life and a
deep interest in spiritual or religious matters. In your life, you will extend your personal 
horizons through mobility, travel and higher learning. You are open-minded, optimistic, 
honest and frank but can also be too frank and tactless. You are adventurous, restless and 
full of wanderlust. More than anything, you appreciate your freedom and have a strong 
dislike of restriction or routine.

Sun Sextile Mars (1z41' S)
You have an abundance of energy, which you express positively and confidently. You have 
strong willpower and the drive to achieve whatever is important to you in life. Naturally 
assertive, you like taking charge of situations and making your intentions known. You have 
quick reflexes and are able to respond to situations immediately. Your physical body is 
strong and hardy.

Sun Conjunct Midheaven (1z27' A)
You have an awareness of your purpose in life from an early age. A positive attitude will 
assist you to achieve your personal objectives. You may receive honours in life through hard
work and endeavour. Success and professional respect is important to you and you take 
pride in your vocational accomplishments. You have the ability to attain a measure of 
distinction and recognition in your career and are capable of holding authoritative positions. 
Professionally, you may be best suited to self-employment or running your own business, as
you are likely to find it hard to work for someone else.

Neptune in 10th House
You may experience periods of uncertainty with regards to your direction in life. You can be
suited to careers in the creative, visual arts or healing sectors. Dishonesty or fraudulent 
activity can harm your reputation.

Neptune in Capricorn



You are inclined to hold idealistic or unrealistic views about big business, multi-nationalism 
and government policies. However, you are equally aware of the danger of placing 
indiscriminate faith in established structures because you recognise their inherent fragility. 
You are part of a generation that witnesses the dissolving of national boundaries, through 
such phenomena as the Internet and global communication.

Midheaven Sextile Mars (0z13' S)
You have the power and the determination to realise your personal aspirations and to 
achieve successful results in your career. In general, you enjoy harmony between your 
domestic and professional lives, with each positively supporting the other. While you are 
competitive to a degree, chasing the same goals as others doesn't interest you as much as 
setting and achieving your own objectives.

The 11th House

The 11th House is traditionally known as "the house of good fortune". Your friends and 
benefactors are described here, as well as your hopes and wishes.

11th House Cusp in Capricorn
Your friends and supporters in life tend to be loyal, dependable and industrious. You 
appreciate a responsible and respectful attitude in others. Older or socially established 
people may play an important role in your life.

11th House Cusp Ruler, Saturn, in 8th House
You may receive financial support from friends or a benefactor. You should choose your 
friends and acquaintances carefully, as there can be a risk of losses through others.

Jupiter in 11th House
You are likely to enjoy the companionship of many good friends and the favour of those in 
high places. You may find it advantageous for your personal advancement to belong to 
groups or societies. Likewise, you are kind and generous towards your friends and value 
their friendship. You are able to achieve things in life with the co-operation of others, due to 
a generally positive attitude and optimism. Your hopes and aspirations are likely to be 
realised in life.

Jupiter in Capricorn
Success in life comes through patience and perseverance, coupled with a realistic sense of 
what is possible. You also have the capability to achieve positions of responsibility. In time, 
you may acquire maturity and wisdom based on life experience. You attain your goals in life



through hard work, self-discipline and sacrifice. There can also be a predisposition to 
cynicism and scepticism.

The 12th House

The 12th House is the house of ill luck. It is associated with sorrow and sadness, your self-
undoing and downfall, as well as your secrets, worries and anxieties. It rules hospitals, 
hospices, retreats, hideaways and prisons.

12th House Cusp in Aquarius
Rebellious or eccentric behaviour may isolate you from others. You feel empathy towards 
those who are down on their luck and may express your intrinsic humanitarianism through 
charity work.

12th House Cusp Ruler, Saturn, in 8th House
You may experience difficulties or losses, as a result of secretive behaviour. Conflicts over 
money, debts or estates are possible.

Venus in 12th House
You enjoy quiet and solitude and occasional periods alone to recharge your emotional 
batteries. You can be shy and reserved in the expression of your intimate feelings and may 
harbour unspoken romantic yearnings. Equally, you may have secret admirers or become 
involved in private love affairs. Be aware that sexual indiscretion can cause scandal and 
embarrassment.

Venus in Aquarius
Friendships are the most important unions you make in life. You hold contemporary views 
on love-relationships and people are attracted to you because you keep yourself up to date. 
Conventional and routine relationships don't really interest you. Instead, you thrive on 
variety and intellectual stimulation in love.

Mars in 12th House
You may find it difficult to keep motivated or to take action when required. You can benefit 
from taking time out to recharge your batteries. Secretive behaviour can create difficulties. 
Be aware that there is a danger of being exploited or undermined by others.

Mars in Aquarius
You have your own unique ways of doing things and the ability to find innovative solutions 
to problems. You have a strong urge to act independently and will rebel against any 



restrictions imposed by others. Other people shouldn't presume to tell you what to do, as 
they will get a swift reaction. You assert your right to act according to your own principles. 
You will also stand up for others.

The Qualities and Elements

The signs of the zodiac are grouped into two basic categories. These are known as the 
Qualities and the Elements. The Qualities describe fundamental modes of activity and the 
Elements describe temperament. There are three Qualities: Cardinal, Fixed & Mutable and
four Elements: Fire, Air, Earth & Water. Your horoscope has varying degrees of each 
Quality and Element. The percentages you have of each will determine their importance in
your life. The higher percentages will be more powerful in your life, the lower percentages 
will be less powerful.

The Qualities

23% Cardinal
The Cardinal signs are Aries, Cancer, Libra & Capricorn. The more planets you have in 
any of these signs the more Cardinal you are:
Cardinal people are action oriented and initiating. They are interested in promoting change 
and bringing new things into the world. They are direct, assertive and like to take charge of 
situations. They are ambitious, independent and dislike being supervised. They are good at 
starting projects, but not so good at completing them. They have abundant enthusiasm and 
are very resourceful. Cardinal people generally don't hold grudges.

32% Fixed
The Fixed signs are Taurus, Leo, Scorpio & Aquarius. The more planets you have in any 
of these signs the more Fixed you are:
Fixed people are persevering and enduring. They achieve results in life through determined 
and persistent effort. They tend to do one thing at a time and are extremely practical in their 
approach to everything. They are not easily influenced by others and can be quite firm or 
stubborn once their minds are made up about something. They tend to hold onto things and 
are reluctant to change. They are staunch, but they can also be inflexible and at risk from 
becoming set in their ways.

45% Mutable
The Mutable signs are Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius & Pisces. The more planets you have in 
any of these signs the more Mutable you are:
Mutable people are the most flexible of the three types. They are able to go with the flow. 
They are changeable and adaptable, but also indecisive and restless. They are sensitive to 
the opinions of others, but they can also be impressionable and easily influenced by 
environmental circumstances. Mutable people lack the stubbornness of the Fixed signs and 
the forcefulness of the Cardinal signs, which makes them good mediators and go-betweens.



The Elements

18% Fire
The Fire signs are Aries, Leo & Sagittarius. The more planets you have in the Fire signs 
the more pro-active and self-determining you are:
The Fire signs go for freedom of action and power. They strive for recognition in life. They 
are out-going and enthusiastic, adventure seeking and powerful. They are ardent, passionate,
assertive, demonstrative, bold and courageous. They can also be impatient and bossy, wilful 
and reactive, especially when they face delays or obstructions in their path.

32% Earth
The Earth signs are Taurus, Virgo & Capricorn. The more planets you have in the Earth 
signs the more practical and needful of security you are:
The Earth signs seek material security. They are down-to-earth, pragmatic, cautious, 
sensible and conservative. Hard-working and industrious, Earth signs are able to put into 
effect the ideas and inspirations of the other signs. They can be accumulative, possessive 
and overly materialistic. They are also sensual and pleasure seeking.

23% Air
The Air signs are Gemini, Libra & Aquarius. The more planets you have in the Air signs the
more pro-active and self-determining you are:
The Air signs go for freedom of action and freedom of movement. Air signs need to be able 
to come and go at will. They are mentally alert and intellectually stimulating. They can also 
be fickle, inattentive and swayed by the opinions of others.

27% Water
The Water signs are Cancer, Scorpio & Pisces. The more planets you have in the Water 
signs the more needful you are of emotional security:
People with a majority of planets in the Water signs are motivated by the need to gain 
security in their emotional lives. They are sensitive, deep, compassionate, imaginative and 
intuitive. Their inner lives and dream lives are very active. They are spiritually inclined and 
potentially psychic, with an ability to tune into others. They can also be hypersensitive, 
impressionable and emotionally needy.

Astrological Terms & their Meanings

The Zodiacal Signs Principle Keywords Ruler
i ARIES........... I Am.............. Motivated to act.............. Mars
j TAURUS........ I Have........... Practical & persevering.. Venus
k GEMINI......... I Think.......... Duality. Communicative. Mercury
l CANCER....... I Feel............ Emotional & nurturing..... Moon
m LEO............... I Will............. Desires recognition........ Sun
o VIRGO.......... I Analyse...... Attention to detail........... Mercury
p LIBRA............ I Balance...... Relates to others............ Venus
q SCORPIO..... I Desire......... Intense & forceful........... Mars/Pluto
r SAGITTARIUS. I Aspire......... Broad outlook, idealistic. Jupiter
u CAPRICORN. I Use............. Realistic & responsible... Saturn
v AQUARIUS... I Know.......... Human understanding.... Saturn/Uranus
w PISCES......... I Believe....... Spiritual & sensitive........ Jupiter/Neptune



The Planets & Personal Points
! SUN.............. Spirit, life force & identity. Masculine principle

# MOON........... Soul, emotions and instincts. Domesticity. Feminine principle

$ MERCURY.... Intellect and power of communication. The reasoning mind

& VENUS.......... Love, beauty, art and attraction

( MARS............ Energy, action, aggression and conflict

) JUPITER....... Wisdom, expansion, optimism & success

* SATURN........ Restriction, limitation, restraint & sorrow

: URANUS....... Change, originality, revolution & eccentricity

; NEPTUNE..... Imagination, spirituality, inspiration, illusion & deception

g PLUTO.......... Power, forces beyond personal control & transformation

> NORTH NODE. Alliances, family ties and links with others

? SOUTH NODE. Karma and challenges in associations

@ ASCENDANT. Face you show the world. Primary motivation in life

B MIDHEAVEN. Aim in life

The Houses
1st HOUSE Physical appearance, self-expression and vitality
2nd HOUSE Personal assets, wealth and earning ability
3rd HOUSE Immediate environment, siblings, mentality and communication
4th HOUSE Home, family, origins, father and later life
5th HOUSE Pleasures, amusements, love & children
6th HOUSE Service, work & health
7th HOUSE Partners, other people generally & open enemies
8th HOUSE Other people's resources, wills, legacies & death
9th HOUSE Long journeys, higher learning, religion and law
10th HOUSE Reputation, career & the mother
11th HOUSE Friends, benefactors and groups
12th HOUSE Self-undoing, withdrawal, retreat and seclusion

The  Aspects
] CONJUNCTION. Unity of energies, which can be harmonious or aggravating
^ OPPOSITION. Destructive or learning
_ TRINE........... Harmonious and flowing
` SQUARE....... Tension
a SEXTILE....... Easy, creative and harmonious
e QUINCUNX... Energies that work independently of each other
c SESQUISQUARE. Problems that can become chronic if not addressed
b SEMISQUARE. Petty annoyances that can escalate
d SEMISEXTILE. Minor disruptions, which usually work out for the best


